Grantsville City relaxes cemetery decoration policy during winter

STEVE HOWE

Grantville City will allow some grave decorations at the cemetery until March 15. The existing cemetery code prohibits “spikes, takes, or sharp edges” are not allowed and will be removed immediately. Grantsville City Mayor Brent Marshall and the council will allow people to put decorations on their lot during winter months, when they will not interfere with mowing and other landscape maintenance. "But it's so that they can put a Christmas tree or things like that," Marshall said. "No big metal signs, no glass, no ceramics, that sort of stuff." SEE CEMETERY PAGE A7 ▶

City Council agrees to sell baseball field to school district

Asking price is $1.07M; proposal to be considered by school board next week

DAVID MARE

The Grantsville City Council voted Tuesday night to relax its decoration standards in the city cemetery during the winter months. The amendment to the Grantsville’s existing cemetery code permits “wreaths and other artificial decorations” between Nov. 1 and March 15. The decorations must fit within the cemetery lot boundaries and cannot exceed 18 inches in height. The city amendment also requires all decorations be removed by March 15, or they will be gathered and thrown out by the city’s public works department. Any decorations with “spikes, takes, or sharp edges” are not allowed and will be removed immediately. Grantsville City Mayor Brent Marshall and the council will allow people to put decorations on their lot during winter months, when they will not interfere with mowing and other landscape maintenance. "But it's so that they can put a Christmas tree or things like that,” Marshall said. “No big metal signs, no glass, no ceramics, that sort of stuff.” SEE CEMETERY PAGE A7 ▶

Boy, 2, dies in accident on Burmester Road

STEVE HOWE

A 2-year-old boy is dead after he ran out into the street around 10:45 a.m., where he was struck by a passing vehicle, according to Tooele County Sheriff’s Office. The child got out of his house and ran into the street after he was struck by a vehicle who struck the boy was under the influence of alcohol or drugs as a factor in the accident is ongoing. "We have held discussions before the sale, and certainly it is going to be good for the community," she said. "Proceeds will be used by the city's parks and recreation department to improve school equipment." See B1
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911 calls reveal frantic moments after mall shooting

LOGAN, Utah (AP) — Ex-Utah State football player denies rape charges on stand

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Dozens of people made frantic calls to 911 to report a shooting over the weekend at a suburban mall in Utah that caused hundreds of panicked shoppers to run for their lives or hide in closets, halls or outside.

“Everytime it’s running out of charge, you have to make sure you are plugged in,” said one caller.

Another who said he was “shaken” was a woman who was shot in the leg outside of a store.

“Hello, there’s a shooting going on,” said the female dispatcher.

She then stated on the phone for several minutes providing information about the wounds and the condition of the victim.

“Tell them there are five to six shots. At one point, the dispatcher told her she was in the building and to get out of the building and to call for help.”

As the woman kept talking to the dispatcher, the female dispatcher received conflicting information from a different 911 call.

Another woman in a different mall called the number just after the shooting started.

“I want to sit on my phone and say ‘Help others escape if possible,’” the caller said.

“I want to stay on the phone for as long as you want me to,” the woman said.

Then the dispatcher offered the woman a final command: “If you are on your phone, be as quiet as possible until you are safe.”

A woman crying hysterically said, “There are guards in the mall. People are running everywhere.”

Spreading truck flattens restaurant and injures 3

WELLINGTON, Utah (AP) — A speeding tractor-trailer killed a woman and injured two others outside a restaurant in a small Utah town on Wednesday and crashed into a restaurant, a local Utah official said.

“Everytime the restaurant was closed, the semi-trailer’s cab lodged off a snow-slicked road and the restaurant was closed for the evening.”

Tooele County Sheriff’s Office spokesman Jon Wallick said the restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.

“The restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.”

Another who said she was “shocked” was a woman who was shot in the leg outside of a store.

“Hello, there’s a shooting going on,” said the female dispatcher.

She then stated on the phone for several minutes providing information about the wounds and the condition of the victim.

“Tell them there are five to six shots. At one point, the dispatcher told her she was in the building and to get out of the building and to call for help.”

As the woman kept talking to the dispatcher, the female dispatcher received conflicting information from a different 911 call.

Another woman in a different mall called the number just after the shooting started.

“I want to sit on my phone and say ‘Help others escape if possible,’” the caller said.

“I want to stay on the phone for as long as you want me to,” the woman said.

Then the dispatcher offered the woman a final command: “If you are on your phone, be as quiet as possible until you are safe.”

A woman crying hysterically said, “There are guards in the mall. People are running everywhere.”

LOGAN, Utah (AP) — A former Utah State University football player pleaded guilty to a single charge that he sexually assaulted women in Utah in long-term relationships.

“Everytime the restaurant was closed, the semi-trailer’s cab lodged off a snow-slicked road and the restaurant was closed for the evening.”

Tooele County Sheriff’s Office spokesman Jon Wallick said the restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.

“The restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.”

Another who said she was “shocked” was a woman who was shot in the leg outside of a store.

“Hello, there’s a shooting going on,” said the female dispatcher.

She then stated on the phone for several minutes providing information about the wounds and the condition of the victim.

“Tell them there are five to six shots. At one point, the dispatcher told her she was in the building and to get out of the building and to call for help.”

As the woman kept talking to the dispatcher, the female dispatcher received conflicting information from a different 911 call.

Another woman in a different mall called the number just after the shooting started.

“I want to sit on my phone and say ‘Help others escape if possible,’” the caller said.

“I want to stay on the phone for as long as you want me to,” the woman said.

Then the dispatcher offered the woman a final command: “If you are on your phone, be as quiet as possible until you are safe.”

A woman crying hysterically said, “There are guards in the mall. People are running everywhere.”

“Everytime the restaurant was closed, the semi-trailer’s cab lodged off a snow-slicked road and the restaurant was closed for the evening.”

Tooele County Sheriff’s Office spokesman Jon Wallick said the restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.

“The restaurant owner’s wife, who was shot, was hospitalized for a few days.”

Another who said she was “shocked” was a woman who was shot in the leg outside of a store.

“Hello, there’s a shooting going on,” said the female dispatcher.

She then stated on the phone for several minutes providing information about the wounds and the condition of the victim.

“Tell them there are five to six shots. At one point, the dispatcher told her she was in the building and to get out of the building and to call for help.”

As the woman kept talking to the dispatcher, the female dispatcher received conflicting information from a different 911 call.

Another woman in a different mall called the number just after the shooting started.

“I want to sit on my phone and say ‘Help others escape if possible,’” the caller said.

“I want to stay on the phone for as long as you want me to,” the woman said.

Then the dispatcher offered the woman a final command: “If you are on your phone, be as quiet as possible until you are safe.”

A woman crying hysterically said, “There are guards in the mall. People are running everywhere.”
In 1994, 92 workers laid off at Tooele Army Depot

Do You Suffer from Neck Pain? Headaches or Migraines?

NorthPointe - Meier & Marsh PT 2356 N 400 E, Ste 101, Tooele

We want you back on your feet again! Coming For Just For Now But We Only Have 25 Seats Available... So You Must Register... Kindly Call 435-843-1311 to let us know you're coming... Looking forward to seeing you there!

Sincerely,
Troy Marsh, PT
Physical Therapist & Certified Specialist in Neck Pain at Meier & Marsh Physical Therapy

Total eclipse of the moon to occur on our Sunday night

Weather permitting, Utahns will be treated to a total eclipse of the moon on Sunday night. Eclipse watchers will get a chance to watch the moon itself as it moves in line with Earth and the sun. The eclipse will start at 11 p.m. and end at 2:12 a.m. The moon will be fully in Earth's shadow by 12:30 a.m.

A total eclipse of the moon means that the moon is completely inside Earth's shadow. This can happen during a lunar eclipse. For a total eclipse to occur, the moon must be directly between Earth and the sun. The moon's shadow is divided into a penumbra and a umbra. The penumbra is the outer part of the shadow, where the moon is partially in Earth's shadow. The umbra is the inner part of the shadow, where the moon is completely in Earth's shadow. During a total eclipse, the moon appears dark against the bright background of the sun.

Weather permitting, Utahns will be treated to a total eclipse of the moon on Sunday night. Eclipse watchers will get a chance to watch the moon itself as it moves in line with Earth and the sun. The eclipse will start at 11 p.m. and end at 2:12 a.m. The moon will be fully in Earth's shadow by 12:30 a.m.

A total eclipse of the moon means that the moon is completely inside Earth's shadow. This can happen during a lunar eclipse. For a total eclipse to occur, the moon must be directly between Earth and the sun. The eclipse will start at 11 p.m. and end at 2:12 a.m. The moon will be fully in Earth's shadow by 12:30 a.m.

Weather permitting, Utahns will be treated to a total eclipse of the moon on Sunday night. Eclipse watchers will get a chance to watch the moon itself as it moves in line with Earth and the sun. The eclipse will start at 11 p.m. and end at 2:12 a.m. The moon will be fully in Earth's shadow by 12:30 a.m.

A total eclipse of the moon means that the moon is completely inside Earth's shadow. This can happen during a lunar eclipse. For a total eclipse to occur, the moon must be directly between Earth and the sun. The eclipse will start at 11 p.m. and end at 2:12 a.m. The moon will be fully in Earth's shadow by 12:30 a.m.
2019 Terrain
SAVE UP TO $9,720 OFF MSRP
LEASE AS LOW AS $259/MO.*

2018 Sierra
SWE ARE PROFESSIONAL GRADE
AS LOW AS $25,831

2019 Acadia
SAVE UP TO $9,935 OFF MSRP
2019 Crew Cab Sierra 3500
AS LOW AS $48,582

2019 Yukon / XL
SAVE UP TO $10,027 OFF MSRP

EXPERIENCE THE NEW BUICK
2018 Envision
SAVE UP TO $7,403 OFF MSRP
LOADED LEATHER

2019 Encore
STARTING AS LOW AS $40,844
STARTING AT $18,624
7 PASSENGER
LEASE AS LOW AS $199/MO.*

SIERRA 1500 SAVINGS UP TO $13,340 OFF MSRP

PRE-OWNED SAVINGS www.SLVBUICKGMC.com

B36145B 2011 Hyundai Veracruz Black LOADED, LIMITED PKG, SUNROOF $12,000
PU36352A 2012 Chevy Suburban White 3/4 TON, 6.0L, 8 PASSENGER $28,000
G35816B 2017 Jeep Renegade Silver ONLY 6,300 MILES, ALTITUDE PKG $19,000
S36324A 2010 Chevy Express White 12 PASSENGER, 6.0L $14,000
P536587B 2016 Cadillac ATS Gray 2.0 TURBO, LEATHER, LOADED $21,000
B34949C 2016 Subaru Crosstrek Blue 2.0L, LIMITED, 44K MILES $20,500
PU36586A 2017 GMC Yukon Red LOADED, LEATHER, ONLY 48K MILES $36,000
PU36612A 2017 Chevy Camaro Silver 6.2L, SS, ONLY 50K MILES $23,400

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED

G36075A 2018 GMC Terrain Red ALL WHEEL DRIVE, 252 Horsepower $23,000
P536510B 2016 Buick Enclave Iridium DUAL SUNROOF, 43K MILES GM CERTIFIED $29,900
PU36552A 2015 Chevy Traverse Grey 8 PASSENGER, 39K MILES GM CERTIFIED $20,500
G36094B 2014 GMC Sierra 1500 White SLE, 4X4, 59K MILES GM CERTIFIED $24,000
PU36507A 2016 GMC Acadia Silver 7 PASSENGER 44K MILES GM CERTIFIED $24,000

FACTORY OFFERS MAY EXPIRE ON OR BEFORE 1/22/19. SEE DEALER FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.
MOOSE Management andfg Management and...
Slowing down my commute has reduced my stress

One time, my father was late for a work meeting, and being the strict Alleluias he is, he was behind when that happened. Everyone who has ever driven has likely speed at some point. It happens, and no one should be slapped in iron for being over the speed limit. It could be nice, however, if a few more people realized that.

SR-36 HOME

There are a lot of commuters in Tooele County. Anyone who has been commuting since 9:30 a.m. on a weekday morning can attest to this. I’m a commuter, though this year I had been lucky enough to work at a location that wasn’t too far out of the way, and thus was able to get to work before 9 a.m. But I can tell you, the first time I actually left the house, and drove down the 270 miles on SR-36 to Grantsville, I was taken aback. Despite being alone, there was a certain time, I leave a couple destination. Everyone who has ever driven has likely speed at some point. It happens, and no one should be slapped in iron for being over the speed limit. It could be nice, however, if a few more people realized that. the 0.5 mph over the speed limit on SB-35 and Interstate 80. Even then, I’d have my door open by people driving quite a lot, because you’re probablyail yourself in a pack of vehicles similar speed. Slowly, they’re easier to pass their usual spots, you don’t have to lift off the accel- their speed limit, the vast majority of vehicles are going under. You can see it in the side lane with a smooth, uninterrupted drive in most cases. When UDOT inspectors are shining in their small spot, you don’t have to lift off to the all, even when you do the extra responsibility of hold- in the process of passing other in the same direction of the bumper-to-bumper traffic. You might just enjoy your day on purpose. This despite the fact that I’ve been speeding on 180 mph Dryden, the practice of using other vehicles and bad cars to drive my commute slower, but more pleasant and relaxing. Neighbors that can’t always be the case — everyone that you’re not doing it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’ Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them. “If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

Cemetery

Cemetery continued from page A1

City Councilman Joseph Allen asked about the decision to include language that cemetery rules would be discontinued on March 15, if they violated the city code. Marshall said items from a Nana. Clean up at the cemetery were cataloged and made available for retrieval. Allen asked if the language in the amendment should be altered to reflect the fact items are not generally disposed of immediately, but may be altered to reflect the fact items are not generally disposed of immediately, but may.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.

“If they know he can put something up, if they don’t perceive it, they’re going to do it because they know, ‘Well, let’s put it up and they can put it back up.’” Marshall said. Marshall and other municipal committees remove items that violate your cemetery policy and dispose of them immediately, without notifying or perceiving them.
OBITUARIES

Zayden Ray Beck
Jan. 11, 2016 - Zayden Ray Beck, age 2, was tragically taken from his earthly world to his heavenly home on Jan. 11, 2016. All who knew him are devastated by his loss of such a loving, happy, full-of-life spirit, sending all the love, atmosphere, thanks and prayers to his parents. Zayden will be surrounded by full of love little-buddies.

He loved playing with his numerous tractors and cars and would tell everyone who would listen how much he loved trucks and cars and motorcycles. Zayden was born in Lake City, Utah, to Candice Beck Rosenfeld on Feb. 3, 2016.

A8 TOOELE TRANSCRIPT BULLETIN THURSDAY January 17, 2019

Jack Leroy Noland
Jack Leroy Noland died Jan. 12, 2019, in Grantsville, Utah. He was born Sept. 25, 1931, in Athens, Calhoun County, Arkansas, to Everette and Mabel Herring Noland. He died Oct. 12, 2019, in Grantsville, Utah. He was preceded in death by his parents.

Jack married Beth Alfred 1956. The marriage was solemnized in the Alberta LDS Temple in 1957. Jack and Beth were blessed with four children: Ray (Kathy), Larry (Doni), John (Kathy), and Bruce (Claudia). Jack was a faithful member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He was honored to serve as a successful a member of his children’s temple. Jack will be buried in the Mountain View Cemetery in Grantsville, Utah.

Mildred “Katherine” Ann Prince
Mildred “Katherine” Ann Prince passed away Jan. 4, 2019, from a terminal illness. Katherine was born Feb. 21, 1946, in Phoenix, Arizona, to Christine and John Prince. She is survived by her parents, her husband, John Prince; two children, Daniel and Kristi; her mother, John Prince; and two grandchildren, Taylor and Mark. Katherine continued her education through liberal arts, and she received her degree from Western University.

Barrie, Vt. (AP) — A memorial has been unveiled to thousands of twince and recovery workers who labored in the wake of the World Trade Center to take shaping in Vermont, where workers are shipping and casting large slabs of granite that will be used in the Tribute to 9/11 workers to go up this summer.

One of the six monoliths will be given to the town of Grantsville, Utah. Officials from New York’s granite capital of the world. One of the six monoliths will be given to the town of Grantsville, Utah. Officials from New York’s granite capital of the world.

A less expensive way to help get the dental care you deserve

ED MATURIN

MYGA AUNUITY
3.25% GUARANTEED
guaranteed 10 YEARS

CALL TODAY Robert Batenam
(801) 475-8161

DENTAL INSURANCE

Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get the dental care you deserve

If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*

You keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want

No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings, exams, fillings, crowns...even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

Tribute to 9/11 workers takes shape in granite country

INTERPERSONAL EDGE

Perceived criticism may be request for help

Q: Every day I go to work I find someone’s bad mood is taking something negative or critical about my performance. Why do people do this?

A: It is possible that you may find it difficult to determine how others see you in comparison to how they see themselves. If you are not aware of your strengths and weaknesses, you may need to self-reflect and identify areas for improvement. It may be helpful to have a mentor or someone whose opinion you respect to give you feedback. This can help you determine how others see you in comparison to how they see themselves.

When people feel threatened by the presence of others, they may use negative or critical behaviors as a way to protect themselves. This may be a way for them to feel in control or to express their discomfort with others’ presence.

Q: Why do people talk about others behind their backs?

A: People may talk about others behind their backs for a few different reasons. They may do this out of jealousy, anger, or to vent their frustrations. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people say things can’t be done?

A: People may say things can’t be done for a variety of reasons. They may not have the knowledge or resources to accomplish the task. They may also be trying to protect themselves or others from failure.

When people say things can’t be done, it may be a way for them to avoid taking responsibility or to avoid doing the work themselves. This can be a way for them to feel in control or to express their discomfort with others’ presence.

Q: Why do people often talk about the actions of others without understanding them?

A: People may talk about others without understanding them for a few different reasons. They may do this to avoid taking responsibility for their own actions. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people talk about others in a negative way?

A: People may talk about others in a negative way for a variety of reasons. They may do this out of jealousy, anger, or to vent their frustrations. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people often feel threatened by the presence of others?

A: People may feel threatened by the presence of others for a few different reasons. They may feel like they are losing control over the situation. They may also feel like they are being overwhelmed by the presence of others.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people often talk about others behind their backs?

A: People may talk about others behind their backs for a few different reasons. They may do this out of jealousy, anger, or to vent their frustrations. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people say things can’t be done?

A: People may say things can’t be done for a variety of reasons. They may not have the knowledge or resources to accomplish the task. They may also be trying to protect themselves or others from failure.

When people say things can’t be done, it may be a way for them to avoid taking responsibility or to avoid doing the work themselves. This can be a way for them to feel in control or to express their discomfort with others’ presence.

Q: Why do people often talk about others without understanding them?

A: People may talk about others without understanding them for a few different reasons. They may do this to avoid taking responsibility for their own actions. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people talk about others in a negative way?

A: People may talk about others in a negative way for a variety of reasons. They may do this out of jealousy, anger, or to vent their frustrations. They may also do this to create a sense of distance or to avoid being in the same situation.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.

Q: Why do people often feel threatened by the presence of others?

A: People may feel threatened by the presence of others for a few different reasons. They may feel like they are losing control over the situation. They may also feel like they are being overwhelmed by the presence of others.

When people engage in gossip, they may be trying to maintain control over the situation or to get revenge. This can be a way for them to feel powerful or to exert their influence over others.
2019 RAM 1500

UP TO $14,916 OFF MSRP

LEAVE $299 AS LOW AS

2018 Grand Cherokee Limited LEASE STARTING AT

$344 +Tax /mo**

2019 CHEROKEE Latitude + LEASE STARTING AT

$210 +Tax /mo**

J18070B 2012 NISSAN Sentra Red
J18062C 2013 HYUNDAI Tucson Blue
J18529B 2016 MAZDA Mazda6 Blue
U00086A 2017 JEEP Patriot Red
R18366C 2014 TOYOTA Prius Three Silver
U00121A 2017 DODGE Journey Black
J18471E 2014 RAM 1500 Black
J18582B 2017 CHRYSLER 300 White
U00097A 2016 JEEP Grand Cherokee White
U00123A 2017 FORD Transit White
U00143B 2017 DODGE Charger Red
R18595B 2014 RAM 2500 Silver
J19219B 2017 CHRYSLER Pacifica Gray
J18760B 2018 JEEP Wrangler Unlimited Orange

PRE-OWNED SPECIALS

2.0L SR, VALUE, ROOMY $8,899
V6, 4WD, LOW MILEAGE $9,998
BELOW MARKET AVERAGE, GREAT MPG $12,252
BLUETOOTH, BACKUP CAMERA $13,500
GREAT MPG, COMFORTABLE $13,798
REMOTE START, 3RD ROW $17,500
EXPRESS, BLACKED OUT, SHARP $19,994
LIMITED, GREAT DEAL, LOW MILES $20,750
TOW PACKAGE, HANDS FREE, STYLISH $22,500
350 XLT, 33K MILES, 10 PASSENGER $23,995
RT BLACK TOP, SHARP, MEAN $25,500
LARAMIE, DIESEL, MEGA CAB $42,995
WHEELCHAIR READY, LOW MILES $44,995
JL RUBICON, LIFTED, LOW MILES $54,997

STOCK UNITS.
DEALER’S ACTUAL TERMS MAY VARY. OFFER RESIDENCY RESTRICTIONS APPLY. MUST TAKE RETAIL DELIVERY BY 11/30/2018 THROUGH 01/31/2019, NOT VALID ON PREVIOUS PURCHASES, MUST TELL DEALER AT TIME OF PURCHASE. ONLY VALID FOR IN-TAX, TITLE AND LICENSE EXTRA. LOW-PRICE AFTER ALL REBATES. PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE TAX, LICENSING, SPECIFICATIONS AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SOME INCENTIVES MAY NOT BE COMBINABLE WITH LEASES AND OTHER OFFERS.
Stansbury rallies past rival Buffs

Thetevon scores 23 points to lead Stansburys

DARREN VAUGHAN

In the end, it came down to a single point: a free throw by Stansbury senior Tanner Moore with 2.2 seconds left gave the Stallions a one-point lead, and when Tooele's timeout pass didn't come into the hands of the Buffs, it allowed Stansbury to celebrate a 50-49 win over the Cowboys. It was Moore's third point of the night in the final 3:25.

“Stansbury was able to get two big baskets and one free throw,” Tooele coach Brad Matthews said. “That did it for us. They are a very good team on both ends of the court. I think we played them very well. They played great basketball for the first three quarters (of the game), but we dug ourselves in a hole. They played very well in the fourth quarter. Stansbury never gave up.”

“This is the second straight game we've ended up in the fourth quarter with a loss,” Matthews said. “I think we are finding it a little difficult to come back, and we have to do that in some tough situations.”

The Stallions (6-8, 3-1) had started off Region 13 play with a 2-0 record, and the Buffs (12-0, 1-0) were 4-0 in Region 13.

Stansbury started off the game with a lead, and was the only team to lead in the game. The first quarter ended with the Stallions leading 13-11 at the end of the first quarter.

In the second quarter, the Stallions had a 20-15 lead over the Buffs at the 13-11 mark of the second quarter. The Buffs continued to fight, and the game was tied at 31-31 with 5.2 seconds left in the game. Thompson hit a three-pointer to give the Stallions a 34-31 lead, and the Buffs took the lead back at 34-33.

The three-pointer was the first of the night for the Buffs, and the Buffs were able to tie the game at 34-34 with 11 seconds left in the game. The Stallions took the lead back at 35-34, and the Buffs took the lead back again at 36-35 with 5.5 seconds left in the game. The Stallions took the lead back at 37-36, and the Buffs tied the game at 37-37 with 4.3 seconds left.

The Buffs were unable to make a basket in the final seconds, and the Stallions won the game 37-36. The Stallions are now 3-1 in Region 13, and the Buffs are 2-2 in Region 13.

Stansbury rallies past rival Buffs

The Stallions and the Cowboys played a tough Region 13 game on Wednesday night at Bonneville High School, and the Stansbury girls basketball team won the game with a 34-32 lead. The Stansbury girls basketball team won the game with a lead that was never less than 12 points.

The Stansbury girls basketball team took the lead in the first quarter with a 12-10 lead, and the Stansbury girls basketball team never gave up the lead. The Stansbury girls basketball team was able to maintain its lead throughout the game, and the Stansbury girls basketball team was able to make a three-pointer to tie the game at 32-32 in the final seconds of the game.

The Stansbury girls basketball team was able to make a three-pointer in the final seconds of the game to win the game, and the Stansbury girls basketball team was able to make a three-pointer in the final seconds of the game to win the game. The Stansbury girls basketball team was able to make a three-pointer in the final seconds of the game to win the game.
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**STANSBURY CONTINUED FROM PAGE A10**

Theay picked off an inbound pass in the final seconds for a buzzer-beating basket and a 10-6 Stansbury lead after one quar- ter. Ashley Theay’s pathetic knock on Stansbury first quarter pos- session of the second quarter capped a 12-0 run.

“I thought we made a lot of mental errors,” Theay said. “There were a lot of mental errors that we were playing, attacking and we were playing a lot of basketball.

Theay fought back to tie the game at 17-17 with 3.5 left in the first half on a pair of baskets by Selbst and another Stansbury putback.

“We’ve got a great group of girls. They’re competitors and they’ll bounce back.”

— Randy Goss, Tooele girls basketball coach

**STANFORD CONTINUED FROM PAGE A11**

“Yeah, it’s big — it’s a rivalry game — but we’ve still got a lot of basketball to go,” Thevenot said.
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**GRANTSVILLE GIRLS BASKETBALL**

1/18 Academy Prep 7 p.m.

1/19-20 Region 13 Meet (at Grantsville)

1/22 Region 13 Meet (at Park City)

1/24 Region 13 Meet (at Bayside)

2/8 4A State Meet (at BYU)

**GRANTSVILLE SWIMMING**

1/18-19 Battle of the Brave

1/20 Tooele 7 p.m.

1/22 at Bayside 7 p.m.

1/25 Region 13 Meet (at Grantsville)

**GRANTSVILLE BASKETBALL**

1/12 Region 13 Meet (at Bayside)

1/20 Region 13 Meet (at Park City)

1/22 Bayside 7 p.m.

**GRANTSVILLE WRESTLING**

1/21 Ogden 5:15 p.m.

1/22 at Park City 5:15 p.m.

1/24 Region 13 Meet (at Bayside)

1/29 Region 13 Meet (at Grantsville)

**STANSBURY SWIMMING**

1/18-19 Battle of the Brave

1/20 Tooele 7 p.m.

1/22 at Bayside 7 p.m.

1/25 Region 13 Meet (at Grantsville)

1/29 Region 13 Meet (at Grantsville)

1/27 4A State Meet (at BYU)

**STANSBURY BASKETBALL**

1/17 Ben Lomond 7 p.m.

1/19 Park City 7 p.m.

1/21 Park City 7 p.m.

1/23 Ben Lomond 7 p.m.

**KADEN SHIN JUNIOR STANSBURY WRESTLING**

Shin went 3-0 during the dual meet tournament, establishing himself as one of the top competitors in his weight class. Shin’s victories coming by way of pin. None of his matches went longer than 1 minute, 22 seconds. He is 37-4 this season.

**ASHLEY EDWARDS JUNIOR GRANTSVILLE GIRLS BASKETBALL**

Edwards scored a game-high 20 points to lead Grantsville to a win over South Summit in the Cowboys’ Region 13 opener. Edwards also had nine rebounds in the game. She averaged 11.1 points and 4.8 steals per game.
The request, the families of these two heroes know they will never be forgotten,” the letter concludes. Winn said the letter was signed by Lauren Dow’s neph- ew, Ian Dow. He said Ian Dow is a volunteer fire- fighter with the Tooele City Fire Department. “I wanted to focus this to you just so the community could have just how impor- tant that name is, what it is, and that we never forget and that we honor these people,” Winn said.

The mayor and council did not discuss during the hearing that Dow family’s request would be for the name to be released in February with some of their reorganization as a new community. “We have concluded that there should be a new and that is moving in a more open format and share responsibility more broadly,” Tripp said.

Duties continued from page 4A

Commission continued from page 4A

the opening public conditions true to an appeal and want the sale contract to the council from a resident the mayor read an email letter to $20,000 per year, Winn field. “So I w

report of their activities. Commissioner Kendall Thomas reported on a meeting with the Utah Department of Transportation. “We talked about the traf- fic congestion on Highway 108 and Hwy 208, Tripp held up a stack of papers. 

I agree with the comments that we received from the council,” Tripp said. “I’ve got the sense that we have worked for this meeting here. I would like to bring this information to you if you would like to see this copy if you please.”

The council also announced their department and office agenda for commission meetings.

We have concluded that there should be a new and that is moving in a more open format and share responsibility more broadly,” Tripp said.
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was the only user of the field, the council will consider the Dow family’s request to be released in February with some of their reorganization as a new community.

“we honor these people,” Winn said.

“Although no citizens spoke who wants the sale contract to the council from a resident the mayor read an email letter to $20,000 per year, Winn field.

“ ‘So I want to focus this to you just so the community could have just how impor- week before the 2017 FORD FOCUS
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Stephanie and Blair Warren have had a long haul toward becoming a family. And now they are working to encourage others to become Foster Care parents.

Their story starts in Plain City where Stephanie grew up, Blair in Soda Springs, Idaho. They joke their relationship lasted longer than their matchmaker - Yahoo Personal.

"Yah, that we are on a winning streak because we are still around, and they are not," Blair said.

They both found jobs in the trucking business. They worked as instructors for new drivers at a local company.

"We were really looking for a house, we looked and looked and all there was were crappy, run down houses," Blair said. "We finally found one in Tooele. Nice and big and ready to go. So here we are.

Both found jobs in the area, and with the house settled, they wanted to move to the next stage — starting a family.

"We always wanted to be foster parents or adopt a child," Blair said. "But we both have fertility issues. But the big reason that we could not even foster is because we were not married.

Then a miracle happened.

On Dec. 20, 2013, the Utah law changed and same sex couples were allowed to get married.

Stephanie and Blair Warren always wanted to have a family — and made it happen as Foster Care parents.

Blair (left center) and Stephanie Warren (far right) with their adopted children Haylee (far left) and Cubby (center). The couple fostered the children and then adopted them. They are also fostering another teenager whom they are working toward adopting soon.

Haylee, Blair, Cubby and Stephanie give a big family hug to Rain (above), the teenager the family fostered and is working toward adopting. Blair and Stephanie (above right) marry on Dec. 23, 2013. Stephanie and Blair cut a cake together at their commitment ceremony on July 14, 2007.
C

tic pain is any type of pain that lasts for more than 6 months and should be normal for healing. Typically, chronic pain is cat-

The Trailhawk trim of the Jeep Cherokee is its on-road manage-

The new Jeep Cherokee Trailhawk Elite truly delivers in all categories

That allows the ability to start and stop making it live in chronic pain of most pain an annoyance.

With the adaptive cruise on, the Jeep holds you at a consistent distance from the car up ahead.

This year, there is a new feature that Jeep engineers have put into the mix: a 4-crit-

Jeep Cherokee Trailhawk Elite truly delivers in all categories

Dear Amy: I've been mar-

Long-married wife struggles with selfishness

ASK AMY

Amy Dickinson is a

Dear Holding On: Isn't it

Dear Amy: So, my hus-

Dear Amy: I'm very

Dear Amy: Holdin

Dear Amy: My husband's

Dear Amy: I'm not

Dear Amy: I don't

Dear Amy: I have managed to

Dear Amy: I don't have

Dear Amy: I hope you’ve

Dear Amy: I've been

Dear Amy: You may have

Dear Amy: I have

My name is Amy Dickin-

I've been with Jon for 12 years and I'm not sure how much longer we can

I've been married 38 years.

She is nice, but she also

She does not come to the

He is handsome, but

My husband and I hav

During our wedding weekend, I

3 months after our wedding, I

During our first wedding anniversary, I

For three of my four kids, I

We bought our house last

We bought our new car each

I hope she doesn't make the

I am so grateful that I have

When you're planning your

When you're planning your

When you're planning your

When you're planning your

When I was pregnant we

When I was pregnant we
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Colorful sun catchers brighten winter days

By Donna Erickson

December 20, 2019

Make colorful sun catchers to decorate to add some color to your children’s world. These sun catchers will keep them busy for hours. They love creating a design of a special color for their favorite hobbies and stories. You'll need:

• Glass or plastic
• Plastic wrap or plastic paper
• All-purpose, washable household glue
• Food coloring
• Several thin, black permanent markers
• String or old crayon hearts

Think about what kind of sun catcher you’d like to make, then find a glass jar. Draw your design on the glass. Make sure your design fits in the jar. 

1. Place the glass jar along with the design you have drawn on it into a pie pan. Add 1-3 drops oflinseed coloring, and mix well. Do not refrigerate. Unwrap the stained glass and cover the design with a layer of stained glass to the design you have drawn. 

Put the stained glass in the sun to catch the sun. 

Hang your beautiful design in a new window using ribbons. 

Is there such a thing as a weather allergy?

By Annie Schleiger

December 21, 2019

The second word was true: the technician told you rather than speaking to a human being who could interpret the cardiac monitor and vice versa. But the technician could be intimated by the EKG machine and even be intimated by the patient. 

You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. 

The third word was true, but you should be sure of your facts before telling the patient. The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. 

As the Black Plague was sweeping Europe during the Middle Ages, some people, for reasons unknown, began to see themselves as saints. This is a cultural phenomenon that continues to this day, with people believing in the power of saints. 

The United States is not the only country that has similar phenomena. In some countries, people believe in the power of saints. In some countries, people believe in the power of saints. 

The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. 

The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient. The second error was that the technician told you rather than speaking to the patient. You can be sure of your facts before telling the patient.
"We'd give you one of our guys if you give us the rest of your beer."

Universal Crossword

Edited by David Steinberg January 14, 2019

ACROSS
1. Tree
6. Part of a film
11. Variety
16. Pacific
21. Nation
25. Free

2. Finished
7. Agreed
12. Bitter
17. Seconds
23. School

3. Kind of
8. Money
13. Maker
18. Building
24. Ship

4. Boat
9. Before
14. Food
25. Address

5. Kind of
10. "LOL" or "___"
15. Sessions
20. Villa
26. Teacher

DOWN
1. "___ the Game"
2. Squirrel
11. Nature
16. "___ of Viteus"
17. "___ the Hunter"

3. "___ Chicken"
4. "___ It"
5. "___ or ___"
6. "___ the Line"
7. "___ the Lion"
8. "___ the Pope"

9. "___ the Moon"
10. "___ the Tiger"
11. "___ the Star"
12. "___ the Sun"
13. "___ the Sun"
14. "___ the Sun"

15. "___ the Sun"
16. "___ the Sun"
17. "___ the Sun"
18. "___ the Sun"
19. "___ the Sun"
20. "___ the Sun"

21. "___ the Sun"
22. "___ the Sun"
23. "___ the Sun"
24. "___ the Sun"
25. "___ the Sun"

26. "___ the Sun"

Sudoku Pacific

Complete the grid so that every row, column and box contains the numbers 1 through 9 exactly once.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Emotional matters will sprout into what you are). Walk away from high-pressure situations in order to bring in more and information into what you are. Be your own spin on the way.★★★★

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You may want change, but someone is likely to give you false information that can lead to unpleasant results.★★★★

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Look at your plans and consider how best to use your attributes to bring in more value.★★★★

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Listen carefully to your friends and do your research before you make a change that may result in a significant impact on your life.★★★★

Capricorn

ANSWERS ON B6
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RICK STEVES’ EUROPE

The pros and cons of cruising

Recently, I went on a massive cruise ship to Europe, one of the largest in the world. Cruising is like a vacation on a cruise ship, with some notable differences. To many, it’s a fun and convenient way to explore new places. But to others, it can be a bit overcrowded and impersonal. Let’s explore the pros and cons of cruising.

Pros

1. Efficiency and Flexibility: Cruising allows for efficient travel, as you don’t have to worry about arranging transportation or accommodations at each destination. Instead, you can focus on enjoying the cruise and the destinations it visits.

2. Comfort and Convenience: Cruise ships are designed for comfort, with a variety of amenities such as swimming pools, gyms, and spas. Meals are also included, making it a convenient way to eat without worrying about finding food.

3. Variety of Destinations: Cruises visit multiple destinations, allowing you to experience different cultures and landscapes without having to book separate flights or accommodations.

4. Expert Guides: Cruise ships often have experts on board who can provide insights into the destinations they visit, enriching your travel experience.

Cons

1. Overcrowding: Cruise ships can be large and feel crowded, especially during peak seasons. This can affect the overall experience, especially for those who prefer a more intimate atmosphere.

2. Limited Independence: While cruising offers a convenient way to explore destinations, it can feel less like an immersive experience compared to independent travel. You may feel less connected to the local culture.

3. Environmental Impact: Cruise ships can have a significant environmental impact, with pollution and waste being concerns. While many cruise lines are taking steps to reduce their impact, some argue that the demand for cruising is unsustainable.

4. Cost: Cruises can be expensive, especially with the added cost of port charges, gratuities, and excursions. For some, this can outweigh the benefits of cruising.

In conclusion, cruising can be a delightful way to explore Europe and other destinations, offering comfort, variety, and convenience. However, it’s important to consider the pros and cons to determine if it’s the right choice for your travel style.

Rick Steves

For more information, visit RickSteves.com.
**Standards Link:**
You and how you developed these traits.

**Brave, Creative, etc.** Write a paragraph about character traits that describe **YOU** (persistent, brave, creative, etc.).

Look through the newspaper for one to three players. Then, keep practicing until you've scored all eight goals!

**Overcoming Bad Eyesight**

**Tim Helps Out**

The largest single fundraiser for the camps is Camp Day, a 24-hour period when restaurant owners donate the proceeds of all coffee sales and public donations to the Foundation. In 2018, they raised $13 million for the camps on that one day.

**SPORTSMANSHIP**

**Character Study**

For each of the following character traits, find a person in the newspaper who shows that trait.

- **Strength**
- **Responsibility**
- **PERSISTENCE**

**What was the gift? Use the code to find out!**

**SPORTS PALS**

**Who was Tim Horton?**

Children all over Canada see signs, written in red cursive, with the name **Tim Horton.**

**Tim Hortons**

Tim Hortons is a restaurant chain that was founded by a Hall-of-Fame hockey player named (what else?) Tim Horton. Today, there are more than 3,800 Tim Hortons locations in Canada and over 800 in the United States.

**Perseverance**

**Practice, Practice, Practice!**

Tim loved hockey and he wanted to be the best he could be. He practiced whenever he could. At 15 years of age, Tim led his local team to an eight-goal victory. And Tim scored all eight goals!

Follow the steps to draw a hockey player. Then, keep practicing until you can draw it from memory.

**Overcoming Bad Eyesight**

Replace the missing words.

**Kid Scoop Puzzler**

**Responsibility**

Tim Helps Out

Even when he played professional hockey, Tim still worked summers to support his family. He took many kinds of jobs. He ran a car dealership and a hamburger shop. He drove trucks.

A small donut shop company asked Tim if they could call their company Tim Horton’s Donuts, hoping to attract customers by using Tim’s popularity. And the rest is history!

Circle the rows of numbers that add up to 12. Look up, down, sideways and diagonally.

**Kid Scope Together!**

**Proof it!**

How can you verify what you read? Read the articles below and correct the 10 spelling errors you find. The first one is done for you.

**Horton’s Whos!**

Tim Horton wanted to do more than start a restaurant. He also wanted to help children living in poverty to have experiences that would help them live better lives.

The Tim Hortons Children’s Foundation believes that when children thrive, communities thrive. The Foundation runs camps in Canada and the United States that host teens from low-income families at no cost to the families. The camp programs help teens develop positive skills and attitudes to prepare them for adulthood.

Their first camp, Tim Horton Memorial Camp, was founded in 1975 on Lorimer Lake, north of Parry Sound, Ontario. It has hiking trails, a sandy beach and a large sports field.

The largest single fundraiser for the camps is Camp Day, a 24-hour period when restaurant owners donate the proceeds of all coffee sales and public donations to the Foundation. In 2018, they raised $13 million for the camps on that one day.

**Kid Scoop Vocabulary Builders**

**Persistence**

The noun persistence means the act of continuing to do or say something.

With persistence, the volunteers cleared the litter from the stream.

Use the word persistence in a sentence today when talking with your friends and family.

**What Are Your Traits?**

Look through the newspaper for one to three character traits that describe YOU (persistent, brave, creative, etc.). Write a paragraph about you and how you developed these traits.

**Write On!**

**Oh Canada!**

Research Canada and write three to five facts about the country.

**leans a hockey player live in season?**

**Drink the words.** Find the words, letters and clue readings. Write spelling patterns.

**What is the largest single fundraiser for the camps?**

**ANSWER:** Camp Day.

**What was Tim’s gift?**

**ANSWER:** The best Christmas gift ever.

**What does the Tim Hortons Foundation believe?**

**ANSWER:** That when children thrive, communities thrive.

**Where was Tim Horton’s first camp?**

**ANSWER:** Lorimer Lake, north of Parry Sound, Ontario.

**What do Tim and his teammates do?**

**ANSWER:** They both do hat tricks.
There were kids in there holding up signs in rainbows that said "Support Love" and "Love Wins," and it was so touching to see so many people there. It was really heartwarming and very exciting for us," Blair said.

"We got there early and finished about a month later."

They had to meet the state requirements for background checks, home study and foster care training and certification. "We were delighted," Blair said. "We went in and we were able to meet with a caseworker, they were interested in foster care and it was a very small window."

They were worried they would miss a very small window. "They were worried they would miss a very small window."

They were relieved. "The couple was interested in becoming a foster parent to another family," Blair said. "We went back and forth a few times before they finally made the decision to become foster parents."

The supporters of the adoption were thrilled. "They were thrilled."

It was love at first sight." The couple wanted to bring their 10-year-old in foster care home. "When we went in and met her, it was love at first sight."

She was at the Christmas party and was a caseworker. "She called us and said 'Congratulations' and the reason was they have a little girl."

Blair said, "It was a little girl so quickly so that none of their family could come."

"We don't have a friend and we don't have aunts to take pictures," Blair said. "We met her at the Christmas party and she gave us her foster care placement number and we started our documentation."

"We got to know her, we were able to watch her grow up and be part of her life," Blair said. "We had the chance to see her grow and change over the years and we were able to be a part of her life."